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Property Tax Amendments

Codifies how a party meets the party's burden of proof when
appealing a valuation to the county board of equalization or the
commission; modifies the burdens of proof for appeals involving
certain real property for which there was a reduction in value as a
result of an appeal during the previous taxable year; creates an
automatic county review process for certain real property
valuations or equalizations that exceed a threshold; codifies the
standard of review the State Tax Commission applies in an
appeal from a county board of equalization decision.
Passed

Status

Support

Lincoln

State Monuments Act Amendments

Requires the Division of State Parks and Recreation to:
periodically evaluate and report on state property for state
monument status; and create rules for the management of
prospective state monuments; requires the Division of State Parks
and Recreation to prepare a proposal in the event that the
Division of State Parks and Recreation determines that a state
monument designation is appropriate; and outlines the process for
designating a state monument.
Passed

Support

Bryan

Victim Rights Amendments

Allows investigations to be reviewed at the request of a victim or
victim's family. Creates a review process for open investigations. Passed

No Position

Elizabeth

Pretrial Release Amendments

Addresses the right to bail involving qualifying offenses;
modifies terms related to jail release agreements and jail release
court orders; addresses conditions for release after arrest for
domestic violence and other offenses; amends provisions related
to dismissal of certain offenses; addresses contents of pretrial
protective orders; repeals language regarding privileged
communications; and makes technical and conforming changes.

Passed

Neutral

Lincoln

Presentence Investigation and Probation Report Modifications

Allows the Department of Corrections to provide a copy of a
defendant's presentence investigation report to a sex offender
treatment provider working with the defendant; and provides that
an unsworn declaration may be used to report a probation
violation.
Passed

Support

Elizabeth

Property Tax Exemptions, Deferrals, and Abatements Amendments

Repeals outdated provisions related to property tax exemptions,
deferrals, and abatements; reorganizes, redrafts, and updates
existing provisions related to property tax exemptions, deferrals,
and abatements; broadens the appeal right for a person who is
dissatisfied with a tax relief decision; allows an armed forces
property tax exemption regardless of when the claimant had
ownership of the property during the year the exemption is
claimed.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Political Subdivision Lien Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the priority of certain political
subdivision liens to be consistent with existing code.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Utah Retirement Systems Amendments

Increases the number of members serving on the Membership
Council; amends the powers and duties of the Utah Retirement
Systems' executive director; modifies provisions allowing the
calculation and payment of benefits pending settlement of a
dispute; clarifies the availability of certain retirement allowance
payment options; amends how the service status of certain justice
court judges is established; specifies additional names for the
Tier II retirement systems and plans
Passed

Support

Lincoln
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HB0034

Rep Perry

Campaign Finance Amendments

Clarifies and modifies financial reporting requirements for a
political action committee; enacts penalties for failure to comply
with political action committee financial reporting requirements;
and requires a corporation to make financial disclosures for
certain donations made to the corporation with the knowledge or
intent that the donated money will be used by the corporation for
political purposes.
Failed

No Position

Lincoln

HB0039

Rep Perry

Independent Entities Compliance Amendments

Amends code provisions relating to certain independent entities
to specify exemption from, or the requirement to comply with,
the Open and Public Meetings Act, the Government Records
Access and Management Act, the Utah Procurement Code, and
other code provisions; and specifies the "applicable rulemaking
authority" for certain independent entities in relation to the Utah
Procurement Code.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

H.B. 41

Rep Christofferson

Transportation Sales Tax Amendments

Modifies sales and use tax dedications for transportation funding. Failed

Monitor

Lincoln

County Classification Changes

Delays action by the lieutenant governor in changing a county's
classification.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Remote Notarization Standards

Establishes requirements for and a process by which the
lieutenant governor may certify a notary as a remote notary;
establishes requirements for the process by which a remote
notary may perform a remote notarization, including standards
for: determining and individual's identity; and the equipment,
software, and hardware by which a remote notary may perform a
remote notarization; grants rulemaking authority to the director of
elections in the Office of the Lieutenant Governor; amends the
fees a notary may charge for performing a notarization; requires a
remote notary to keep an electronic journal, including an audio
and video recording, of each notarization the remote notary
performs; amends provisions related to the security, maintenance,
and custody of a notary's journal; amends provisions related to
the obtaining, use, surrendering, and destruction of a notary's
official seal.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Government Enterprise Amendments

Requires a city or a county, before authorizing a competitive
activity involving recreation or entertainment, to: conduct a
market study; notify private entities that the competitive activity
impacts; and present the results of the study at a public hearing.

Failed

Oppose

Lincoln

State Database Amendments

Encourages counties and municipalities to receive a
recommendation from the public safety answering point before
approving a plat; requires counties and municipalities to submit,
to the Automated Geographic Reference Center, information for
inclusion in the unified statewide 911 emergency service
database; requires the State Geographic Information Database to
contain certain information regarding each public highway in the
state; requires conformity to the Utah Coordinate System by a
specified date.
Passed

Support

Elizabeth

Correctional and Peace Officer Amendments

Increases the penalty for assault committed by a prisoner against
an officer, or an employee or volunteer, including a health care
provider, when the prisoner propels a substance or object at the
officer, employee, or volunteer and causes substantial bodily
injury.

Passed

Support

Elizabeth

Local Government Financial Amendments

Encourages a local district with a certain budget to obtain liability
insurance; modifies the balance a local district may accumulate in
the district's general fund.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Greenbelt Amendments

Amends provisions related to proving implementation of a bona
fide range improvement program.

Support

Lincoln

HB0050

HB0052

H.B. 59

H.B. 61

H.B. 62
H.B. 63
H.B. 67

Rep Wilde

Rep Hall

Rep Robertson

Rep Ray

Rep Ray

Rep Handy
Rep Wilde

Failed
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H.B. 70
H.B. 74

H.B. 76

H.B. 78

H.B. 79

H.B. 84
H.B. 85

H.B. 88

H.B. 91

Rep Coleman

Rep Handy

Rep Coleman

Rep Albrecht

Rep Winder

Rep Watkins

Rep Stenquist

Rep Nelson

Rep Snider

Community Reinvestment Agency Modifications

Removes provisions that prevented the creation of an economic
development project area after 2016; allows an economic
development project area to receive tax increment through an
interlocal agreement between a taxing entity and the agency;
addresses measurement of the project area funds collection
period; requires a community that creates an agency having a
housing allocation from tax increment to create an affordable
housing plan; allows an agency to use the agency's housing
allocation to implement the affordable housing plan; requires a
description of how an agency used the agency's housing
allocation in the agency's annual budget report; imposes certain
requirements on jobs that will be created for post-performance
distribution; for urban renewal project areas, removes the option
to reduce the agency's housing allocation; requires an agency to
start distributing the agency's housing allocation held from
project areas created in the past.

TBD

Lincoln

Open Meetings Amendments

Modifies the purposes for which a closed meeting may be held to
include the purpose of receiving legal advice from the public
body's attorney.
Failed

Support

Lincoln

County Auditor Amendments

Allows the county auditor in a county of the first class to conduct
a performance audit of a county entity without the direction and
supervision of the county legislative body or county executive;
requires the county auditor in a county of the first class rather
than the county legislative body to establish the goals and nature
of a performance audit; and addresses the circumstances in which
a county auditor in a county of the first class should conduct a
performance audit of a county entity.
Failed

Took a position of
Oppose on 2/7/19

Lincoln

Federal Designations

Requires a governmental entity that is advocating for a federal
designation within the state to bring the proposal to the Natural
Resources, Agriculture, and Environment Interim Committee for
review.

Passed

Divided Position
2/14

Lincoln

Interlocal Provision of Law Enforcement Service

Requires that an interlocal agreement between a county and one
or more municipalities to provide law enforcement service
requires or appoints a certain individual to provide or direct law
enforcement service, depending on the county classification.

Passed

Neutral

Lincoln

Economic Development Programs Amendments

Changes the number of months examined in determining the
creation of a company's new incremental job under the Rural Fast
Track Program; removes a cap on the amount of money the
Board of Business and Economic Development may grant to a
single rural economic development entity as part of the Business
Expansion and Retention Initiative.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Political Subdivision Boundary Shift Amendments

Requires a county that proposes a minor adjustment to the
county's boundaries to provide certain notification to certain
political subdivisions.

Passed

Neutral

Lincoln

Statewide Initiative Process Amendments

Amends the deadline by which an individual is required to submit
a signature removal request to remove the individual's signature
from a statewide initiative petition; and clarifies that a statewide
initiative petition signature that is not declared valid by a county
clerk may not be counted toward the petition's total signatures.
Failed

Neutral

Lincoln

Agriculture Land Amendments

Changes the name of the LeRay McAllister Critical Land
Conservation Program to the Critical Land Conservation
Program; directs the Legislature to fund the Critical Land
Conservation Program through a line item in the annual
appropriations bill to the Department of Agriculture and Food
instead of to the Quality Growth Commission; directs the
Department of Agriculture and Food to conduct a study
identifying and classifying private agricultural land.

Neutral 2/7/19

Lincoln

Failed

Failed
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H.B. 93

H.B. 96

H.B. 99

H.B. 101

H.B. 103

H.B. 110

H.B. 119

Rep Coleman

Rep Christofferson

Rep Ivory

Rep Spendlove

Rep Spendlove

Rep Albrecht

Rep Daw

County Formation Amendments

Removes a requirement requiring a majority vote in the
remaining part of an existing county to create a new county.

Failed

Oppose

Lincoln

Nighttime Highway Construction Noise Amendments

Modifies definitions related to nighttime highway construction;
requires a local jurisdiction to permit certain activities related to
nighttime highway construction; allows a local jurisdiction to
request mitigation for unreasonable noise disturbances caused by
nighttime highway construction.
Passed

Neutral

Lincoln

Catastrophic Wildfire Revisions

Provides that, under certain circumstances, the state shall
indemnify, defend, and hold a chief executive officer or county
sheriff harmless from any claims or damages, including court
costs and attorney fees that are assessed as a result of the chief
executive officer's or county sheriff's action in abating a
catastrophic public nuisance.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Autonomous Vehicle Regulations

Defines terms related to autonomous vehicles; allows the
operation of a vehicle in the state by an automated driving
system; exempts a vehicle with an engaged automated driving
system from licensure; provides protocol in case of an accident
involving an autonomous vehicle; requires a vehicle equipped
with an automated driving system to be properly titled,
registered, and insured; preempts political subdivisions from
regulating autonomous vehicles in addition to regulation
provided in state statute.

Passed

Neutral

Lincoln

Utah Intergenerational Poverty Work and Self Suffiency Tax Credit

Defines terms; enacts a refundable state earned income tax credit
for certain individuals who are experiencing intergenerational
poverty; requires the Department of Workforce Services to notify
individuals who are experiencing intergenerational poverty of the
state earned income tax credit and to provide certain information
about those individuals to the State Tax Commission; provides
for apportionment of the tax credit; addresses the time period for
the State Tax Commission to issue a refund of the state earned
income tax credit; addresses the State Tax Commission's use of
the report provided by the Department of Workforce Services;
and requires transfers from the General Fund to reimburse the
Education Fund for the amount of the tax credit claimed.
Failed

Support

Lincoln

Rural Economic Development Incentives

Modifies the maximum grant amount that the Governor's Office
of Economic Development may award to a business entity in a
fiscal year as part of the rural employment expansion grant
program.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Initiatives, Referenda, and Other Political Activities

Provides for the publication of a proposition information
pamphlet to inform voters of arguments for and against proposed
and pending local initiatives and referenda; amends provisions
relating to a local voter information pamphlet; enacts provisions
for holding a public hearing to discuss and present arguments
relating to a proposed or pending local initiative or referendum;
requires the lieutenant governor to create instructional materials
regarding local initiatives and referenda; modifies requirements
relating to local initiatives and referenda, including: petition,
circulation, and signature requirements; timelines; and appeals
and other challenges; enacts provisions relating to determining
whether a proposed initiative or referendum is legally referable to
voters; amends provisions regarding the use of email, and the
expenditure of public funds, for political purposes relating to
proposed and pending initiatives and referenda; regulates the
dissemination of information regarding a proposed or pending
initiative or referendum by a county or municipality.
Passed

Support

Lincoln
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H.B. 122
H.B. 133
H.B. 134

H.B. 135

H.B. 145

H.B. 150
HB0154
HB0155

HB0163

Rep Musselman

Rep Daw

Rep Ferry

Rep Owens

Rep Thurston

Rep Thurston

Rep Kwan

Rep Snider

Rep Hall

Property Rights Ombudsman Advisory Opinion Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the award of fees and costs when
an issue in an advisory opinion of the Property Rights
Ombudsman is subsequently litigated; amends a provision
regarding a refund of an impact fee at issue in both litigation and
an advisory opinion of the Property Rights Ombudsman.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Initiative Amendments

Modifies the effective date of laws enacted by statewide
initiative; modifies appeal provisions relating to conflicting
initiatives.

Passed

No Position

Lincoln

Area Assessment Charges

Adds a precondition to an existing requirement that a property tax
notice include certain language regarding charges; and limits the
amended language requirement to area assessment charges.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Wildfire Prepardness Amendments

Creates the Wildland Fire Preparedness Grants Restricted
Account, including sources of account money; directs the state
forester to make one or more grants to fire departments or
volunteer fire departments to assist in the suppression of wildland
fire; requires the Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Lands to
make rules establishing criteria for receiving a grant from the
Wildland Fire Preparedness Grants Restricted Account.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Citizen Political Process Amendments

Modifies signature sheets for initiative and referendum petitions;
modifies the required contents of, and the deadline for
submitting, a statement requesting removal of a signature on an
initiative or referendum petition; requires initiative and
referendum signature packets to be submitted, and the signatures
certified, on an ongoing basis during the signature-gathering
process; requires a county clerk to post the names of initiative
and referendum petition signers on the county's website; modifies
appeal provisions for an initiative or referendum petition that is
declared insufficient; makes it a crime to knowingly place or
verify a false signature date on an initiative or referendum
signature packet; makes it a crime for a person to pay or accept
payment in exchange for a person signing a referendum petition
or removing a person's signature from a referendum petition;
modifies the deadline for a filing officer to verify candidate
nomination signatures.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Trampoline Park Safety Standards

Requires the operator of a trampoline park to obtain a business
license to operate the trampoline park; provides for a local
regulating authority to suspend or revoke a trampoline park
operator's business license for noncompliance; identifies industry
standards with which a trampoline park must comply; describes
specific notification, training, supervision, injury reporting, and
emergency response standards with which a trampoline park must
comply; requires an annual inspection; requires a trampoline park
operator to annually provide a local regulating authority certain
certificates of compliance; requires a trampoline park to carry
certain insurance; and insulates a trampoline park from liability
claims due to certain inherent risks related to the use of a
trampoline park.
Passed

TBD

Mental Health Protections for First Responders

Defines "first responder"; establishes a temporary working group
to study a first responder's workers' compensation claim due to
mental stress.
Passed

Monitor

CivLAC

Fire Management Provisions

Imposes requirements for being permitted to conduct large
prescribed fires, large prescribed pile fires, or nonfull suppression
event.
Passed

Support

Bryan

Offenses Against the Administration of Government Amendments

Defines terms in the Utah Criminal Code in relation to public
entities; modifies the crime of misusing public money; makes it a
crime to misuse public property; describes the type of personal
use of public property that is permitted.
Passed

Neutral

Lincoln
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HB0164

HB0171

HB0172

HB0176
HB0179

HB0180
HB0185

Rep Stenquist

Rep Potter

Rep Watkins

Rep Thurston
Rep Lyman

Rep Coleman
Rep Owens

Local Boards and Councils Structure

Requires a certain minimum number of members of municipal,
county, limited purpose local government entity, and local school
district boards, councils, and commissions to be elected at-large;
amends references regarding local elections by district.
Failed

Oppose

Lincoln

Temporary Replacements for County Offices

Exempts the offices of county legislative body member and a
certain type of county executive from provisions that allow a
temporary manager to fill the office in the event of a vacancy;
establishes deadlines by which certain actions must be completed
in the process to fill a vacancy in a county office; establishes
provisions related to an unaffiliated or write-in candidate's access
to the ballot to fill a vacancy in a county office.
Passed

Support

Elizabeth

County Offices Amendments

Recodifies and reorganizes Title 17, Chapter 16, County Officers,
and related provisions; establishes a process by which a county
may provide for the appointment of the following county officers
by appointment rather than by election: county treasurer; county
clerk; county auditor; county recorder; county surveyor; and
county assessor; provides that the process to become an
appointing county may be initiated: by the county legislative
body through resolution; by the citizens of the county through
petition; or through an optional plan adopted at the time the
county changes the county's form of county government;
establishes signature thresholds and other requirements for a
citizen petition that initiates the process to become an appointing
county; requires the county legislative body to hold public
hearings on a proposal to become an appointing county; provides
that a county's change to an appointing county is only effective if
approved by the county's voters at an election; establishes
requirements and processes for an election to determine whether
a county will become an appointing county; establishes
provisions related to a county's transition to an appointing
county; provides that a county's election to become an appointing
county is permanent; establishes a selection committee for an
appointing county to select appointed county officers; provides
that an appointed county office is a career service position of the
county and that the recruitment, hiring, compensation, discipline,
and termination of an appointed county officer is conducted
under the career service provisions of law; provides additional
processes for the termination of an appointed county officer;
amends provisions related to the consolidation of certain county
offices.
Failed

Oppose

Lincoln

Vehicle Property Tax Amendments

Prohibits collection of the uniform fee in lieu of ad valorem tax
on a vehicle more than once per calendar year; and provides
instructions to limit the collection of the uniform fee in lieu of ad
valorem tax on a vehicle registered for only six months.
Failed

Oppose

Lincoln

Road Closure Amendments

Makes closing a road under certain conditions a class C
misdemeanor.

Passed

Neutral

Bryan

Agriculture and Industrial Protection Areas Amendments

Establishes a process by which a person may challenge a
legislative body's rejection of a proposal to create an agriculture
protection area, industrial protection area, or mining protection
area.

Failed

Oppose 2/7/19

Lincoln

Tax Increment Funding for Student Housing

Allows a community reinvestment agency to use the agency's
housing allocation for certain higher education student housing.

Passed

Support

Lincoln
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HB0193

HB0195

HB0196
HB0197
HB0200

H.B. 203
H.B. 212
H.B. 216

HB0220

HB0225

Rep McKell

Rep Handy

Rep Sagers

Rep Hawkes

Rep Wilde

Rep Chew
Rep Barlow

Rep Stratton

Rep Albrecht

Rep Moss

Opinion Question Amendments

Establishes procedures for submitting a nonbinding opinion
question to voters; describes the duties of the lieutenant governor
and county clerks in submitting an opinion question to voters;
establishes procedures for the ballot form, voter information
pamphlet, public notice, manner of voting, and canvass of returns
in relation to the nonbinding opinion question; and provides a
repealer.
Failed

Oppose

Initiative and Referendum Amendments

Modifies signature thresholds for statewide initiatives and
referenda and bases the thresholds on a percentage of active
voters rather than the number of voters in a previous presidential
election; clarifies that an initiative that is identical or
substantially similar to a previous initiative is barred if signatures
for the preceding initiative were submitted within the preceding
two years; modifies deadlines relating to statewide initiative
petitions; makes the deadline for submission of initiative
signature packets and for submission of requests to remove
signatures the same day; requires county clerks to process
signature removal requests for initiatives; removes the provision
that legal challenges for initiative signatures declared insufficient
may only be filed in the Utah Supreme Court; establishes
procedures for the lieutenant governor to follow if an argument
relating to an initiative or referendum petition mischaracterizes
the position of a state agency.
Passed

TBD

Bryan

Enterprise Zone Tax Credit Amendments

Authorizes enterprise zone income tax credits for: the creation of
certain full-time jobs in a business that produces, processes,
distributes, or dispenses hydrogen fuel; and certain investments
in plant, equipment, or other depreciable property used to
produce, process, distribute, or dispense hydrogen fuel.
Failed

Support

Lincoln

Scenic Byway Amendments

Adds the West Davis Corridor as an exemption from legislative
approval for scenic byway designation and prohibits
segmentation.

Failed

Neutral

Lincoln

Appointment of Constables Amendments

Enacts authority and provides a process for counties of the third
through sixth class and cities of the third through sixth class to
appoint constables.

Passed

Homeless Shelter Funding Revisions

Modifies definitions of "homeless shelter" by providing a lower
bed requirement for counties of the third through sixth class for
purposes of: certain distributions from the Homeless to Housing
Reform Restricted Account; and contributions to and
distributions from the Homeless Shelter Cities Mitigation
Restricted Account.

Passed

Support

Elizabeth

Expungement Changes

Prohibits employer inquiry into an applicant's expunged
criminal history, except in 15 certain circumstances.

Passed

TBD

Elizabeth

Utah Wholesome Food Act Revisions

Addresses farm-to-fork events under the wholesome food
provisions; restricts local government regulation of farm-toFailed
fork events.

Oppose 2/7/19

Radioactive Waste

Provides that certain waste classifications are determined
at the time of acceptance; allows the director of the Division
of Waste Management and Radiation Control to authorize
alternate requirements for waste classification and
characteristics that would allow an entity to accept certain
Passed
waste at a specific site

Watch

Insanity Defense Amendments

Modifies the circumstances under which a defendant may
plead not guilty to a criminal offense by reason of insanity;
modifies provisions relating to supervision, assessment,
and release of a defendant committed to the Department of
Human Services after being found not guilty of a criminal
Failed
offense by reason of insanity.

TBD

Bryan
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HB0228

HB0231

HB0235
HB0240

Rep Maloy

Rep Lisonbee

Rep Knotwell

Rep Ballard

Towing Revisions

Restricts local zoning regulations with regard to impound
yards; prohibits towing from a private lot if certain signage
requirements are not met; prohibits and imposes a fine for
failure to retrieve a towed vehicle; preempts local
jurisdictions from passing an ordinance addressing towing;
enacts provisions related to towing rotations and process
for removal from a towing rotation.

Passed

Oppose

Lincoln

Tangible Personal Property Revisions

Adjusts the amount of total aggregate taxable value of
personal property that qualifies for a certain personal
property tax exemption; adds a tax exemption for certain
items of business tangible personal property; amends filing
requirements for a person who qualifies for certain tax
Passed
exemptions from tangible personal property.

Neutral

Lincoln

Municipal Tax Amendments

Consolidates several provisions that give certain
municipalities authority to levy certain property taxes; gives
a municipality the authority to levy a property tax to provide
for certain services that a special service district or a local
district may provide; establishes provisions for a
municipality that levies a property tax described in the
preceding paragraph to account separately for the
Passed
revenues derived from that property tax.

Neutral

Lincoln

Money Management Act Amendments

Authorizes public funds to be invested in negotiable
brokered certificates of deposit, subject to rules made by
the State Money Management Council.

Neutral

Lincoln

Passed

HB0245

Rep Winder

Community Reinvestment Agency Revisions

HB0247

Rep Wilde

County Recorder Fees Amendments

Replaces the term "blight" with "development impediment";
beginning on May 14, 2019, prohibits an agency from
creating a taxing entity committee for a community
reinvestment project area; requires an agency that
allocates the agency's community reinvestment project
area funds for housing to: adopt a housing plan; or
implement the housing plan that the community that
created the agency adopted; under certain circumstances,
requires a limited purpose taxing entity to execute an
interlocal agreement authorizing an agency to receive the
Passed
limited purpose taxing entity's project area funds.
Increases certain statutorily defined fees that a county
recorder charges; modifies the recording fee structure to a
per-recording rather than a per-page fee; removes certain
distinctions between certain types of documents for
purposes of determining fees; repeals authority for a county
recorder to charge an additional fee for a document that
fails to meet requirements the recorder imposes in addition
to the statutory requirements; modifies the list of
documents that are exempt from certain recording
Passed
requirements.

Unlawful Outdoor Advertising Amendments

Allows the Department of Transportation to issue a citation
and levy a fine for a person guilty of unlawful outdoor
advertising; amends provisions related to the calculation of
penalties for unlawful outdoor advertising, including: when
to begin counting days on which a violation exists; and
what days are omitted from a calculation based on changes
Passed
in the sign found to be in violation.

HB0254

Rep Musselman

Watch

Support

Watch

Elizabeth
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HB0257

HB0259

HB0262

Rep Lyman

Rep Arent

Rep Potter

Form of County Government Amendments

Limits the county executive and council form of government
and the council-manager form of government to counties of
the first, second, or third class; requires a county of the
fourth, fifth, or sixth class operating under the county
executive and council form of government or the councilmanager form of government to initiate the process to
change the county's form of government; directs a county
clerk to include a certain question on the ballot in certain
elections; amends the role of the study committee in certain
Failed
circumstances.

Support needs
Amendments 2/14

Straight Ticket Voting Prohibition Amendments

Removes provisions from the Election Code that allow an
individual to cast a vote for all candidates from one political
party without voting for the candidates individually;
removes provisions relating to straight ticket party voting
Failed
and scratch voting.

Support

Municipal Boundary Adjustment Amendments

Creates a process by which two municipalities may adjust
the municipalities' common boundary in order to transfer a
substantially isolated peninsula from one municipality to the
Failed
other municipality.

Watch

Public Safety and Firefighter Retirement Amendments

Allows a county legislative body to use a portion of the
county's transient room tax revenue to pay for emergency
medical services in a town that is a resort community;.
Requires the Department of Health to: design a prescription
drug importation program; apply for approval of the
prescription drug importation program; if the program is
approved, implement the provisions of the program; and if
approval is denied, study how the state can obtain approval
for the program; describes the requirements of the
prescription drug importation program; modifies the Utah
Antitrust Act to make certain anticompetitive activities
illegal; and creates a sunset date for the provisions of this
bill.
Repeals provisions relating to hazardous and treated
hazardous waste disposal fees that applied through June
30, 2014; repeals provisions for determining the taxable
value of beryllium sold or otherwise disposed of by the
producer of the beryllium through December 31, 2004;
repeals provisions relating to a tax on radioactive waste
received at a radioactive waste facility that applied through
June 30, 2003; repeals the Hazardous Waste Facility and
Nonhazardous Solid Waste Facility Tax Act that applied
through December 31, 2003.
Allows certain public safety and firefighter retirees to be
reemployed with a participating employer after a certain
period from the retiree's retirement date if the retiree: does
not receive certain employer provided retirement benefits
for the reemployment; and is reemployed by a different
participating employer than the participating employer that
employed the retiree at the time of retirement except in
limited circumstances; requires certain member
certifications on the retirement application form; specifies
penalties for violating the reemployment provisions.

Criminal Code Amendments

Changes the intent provisions for the crime of distribution of
an intimate image from intent to cause emotional distress
to knowing that the distribution would cause a reasonable
Passed
person emotional distress.

HB0266

Rep Last

Resort Communities Transient Room Tax Amendments

HB0267

Rep Thurston

Prescription Drug Importation Program

HB0268

Rep Waldrip

Tax and Fee Clean-up Provisions

HB0269

HB0270

Rep Perry

Rep McKell

Passed

Watch

Failed

Watch

Passed

Watch

Failed

Position of Support
with full state
funding 2/14

Watch
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HB0272

Rep Nelson

Write-in Candidate Amendments

Prohibits a voter from using a sticker or label to cast a vote
on a paper ballot for a write-in candidate; changes the
deadline for filing a declaration of candidacy as a write-in
Passed
candidate; establishes a filing fee for a write-in candidate.

Support

HB0276

Rep Watkins

Rural Economic Development Amendments

HB0277

Rep Roberts

Amendments to Municipal Alternate Voting Methods Pilot Project

Defines terms, including "rapid manufacturing"; creates the
Rural Rapid Manufacturing Grant Program in GOED; and
describes the requirements and purposes of the grant
Passed
program.
Changes the date by which a municipality may opt in to
participate in the Municipal Alternate Voting Methods Pilot
Project (pilot project); establishes a procedure for a
municipality to withdraw the municipality's decision to
participate in the pilot project; establishes a delayed
candidate filing period for a race conducted under the
provisions of the pilot project; provides that a local political
subdivision may agree with any other local political
subdivision in the state to conduct an election on behalf of
Passed
the local political subdivision.

Prosecution Review Amendments

Adds a provision that authorizes the attorney general to
prosecute any first degree felony that a district or county
attorney declines or fails to prosecute.

Passed

State Government Cloud Computing Services Act

Requires the Department of Technology Services to
consider cloud computing service options under certain
circumstances.

Passed

Critical Infrastructure Materials

Amends a definition provision; addresses advisory boards;
provides for the creation of critical infrastructure materials
protection areas; addresses adding land to or removing
land from a critical infrastructure materials protection area;
requires review of a critical infrastructure materials
protection area; limits local regulation of a critical
infrastructure materials protection area; limits local
regulation of vested critical infrastructure materials
operations; addresses nuisances; requires certain
recordings with the county recorder; addresses actions of
state agencies related to critical infrastructure materials
protection areas; restricts eminent domain; enacts
provisions related to vested critical infrastructure materials
operations.

Passed

Plea in Abeyance Amendments

Makes a plea held in abeyance the equivalent of a
conviction for the purpose of a future sentencing
enhancement.

Failed

Rural Online Working Hubs Amendments

Defines terms, including "coworking and innovation center";
creates the Rural Coworking and Innovation Center Grant
Program in GOED; describes the requirements and
purposes of the grant program; and creates the Rural
Online Working Hubs Grant Advisory Committee to advise
Passed
GOED regarding the grant program.

Support

Post Disaster Recovery and Mitigation Restricted Account

Creates the Post Disaster Recovery and Mitigation
Restricted Account; designates the purposes, limitations,
and sources of the restricted account; sets standards and
requirements for receiving a grant from the restricted
account; and grants rulemaking authority to the Division of
Emergency Management.

Passed

Support

Elections Modifications

Permits an individual to sign more than one petition to
nominate a candidate for the same office.

Failed

Watch

Solid and Hazardous Waste Amendments

Modifies the definitions; clarifies role of board or director;
and makes technical corrections.

Passed

Watch

HB0281
HB0283

HB0288
HB0293

HB0296

HB0305
HB0309
HB0310

Rep Lisonbee

Rep Handy

Rep Wilde

Rep Shurtliff

Rep Albrecht

Rep McKell (added 2/11)
Rep McKell (added 2/11)
Rep Stratton (added 2/12)

Watch

TBD

TBD

Neutral
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HB0311

HB0315

H.B. 318

Rep McKell (added 2/12)

Rep Wilde (added 2/12)

Rep Pitcher (added 2/13)

Governmental Immunity Revisions

Waives governmental immunity for injury resulting from
certain claims of sexual battery; limits a court from
dismissing an action based on an invalid, inadequate, or
untimely notice of claim, under certain circumstances;
modifies provisions relating to a governmental entity's
response to a notice of claim; provides a consequence if a
governmental entity fails to acknowledge receipt of a notice
of claim within a specified time; increases the aggregate
limit on injury claims against governmental entities;
provides for the board of examiners to require a special
master proceeding for excess damages claims that the
board of examiners considers; authorizes the use of money
in the General Fund Budget Reserve Account to pay for
Passed
claims approved by the board of examiners.

Neutral

Land Use and Development Amendments

Addresses local authority to adopt local land use
requirements and regulations; amends the process to
vacate a public street; clarifies local authority regarding a
planning commission; amends the authority of a local
legislative body regarding zoning; provides that a local
legislative body may consider a planning commission's
failure to make a certain timely recommendation as a
negative recommendation; requires a legislative body to
classify each allowed use in a zoning district; prohibits a
municipality from withholding the issuance of a certificate of
occupancy in certain circumstances; imposes a time limit
for final action on certain applications; prohibits a county
recorder from recording a subdivision plat unless the
relevant municipality or county has approved and signed
the plat; requires a municipality and county to establish two
acceptable forms of completion assurance and adds
elements for which the municipality or county may not
require completion assurance; amends provisions
regarding exemptions from the plat requirement; amends a
provision regarding municipal or county liability for the
dedication of a street; allows for a separate process to
vacate a public street through a petition; provides for
varying standards of review in an appeal authority's review
of a land use decision; allows a court to declare a land use
application approved without remanding in certain
circumstances; requires a court to award attorney fees if
the court makes a certain determination of bad faith
challenge to a land use approval; requires a boundary line
agreement operating as a quitclaim deed to meet certain
standards; amends provisions regarding boundary line
Passed
agreements, including elements, status, and exemptions

Support 2/14

Inmate Restrictions Standards Amendments

Provides that the least restrictive restraints are to be used
on a pregnant inmate; requires that a correctional staff
member individually review an inmate's situation before
allowing restraints to be used on an inmate during labor,
delivery, and postpartum recovery; prohibits the use of
shackles or other restraints during labor and delivery;
requires the correctional staff member to document in a
written record all decisions made regarding the use of
restraints on a pregnant inmate; makes the record public
with individually identifying information redacted; extends
the requirements to county jails; and requires that specific
information regarding inmate births be reported to the
Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice for inclusion
in the annual report.

Passed
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H.B. 320
H.B. 321

H.B. 323

HB0330
HB0335

HB0342

HB0347
HB0348
HB0351

HB0357

HB0359
HB0367

Rep McKell (added 2/13)

Rep Wilde (added 2/13)

Rep Wilde (added 2/13)

Rep Hawkins (added 2/13)

Rep Ray (added 2/13)

Rep King (added 2/14)

Rep Hawkins (added 2/14)
Rep Christofferson (added
2/14)

Rep Wilde (added 2/14)

Rep Hawkes (added 2/20)

Rep Shurtliff (added 2/20)

Rep Maloy (added 2/20)

Container Regulation Act

Defines terms; and prohibits a local government entity from
regulating or imposing a fee on an auxiliary container,
unless the auxiliary container is used on property owned by
Failed
the local government entity.

Oppose

Public Improvements to Provide Sewer Services

Defines terms; amends a definition relating to the number
of protests required to prevent the designation of a sewer
assessment area.

Passed

Support

Impact Fees Amendments

Allows a county of the sixth class or a special service
district to impose an impact fee to pay for certain fire
suppression vehicles; and makes technical and conforming
Failed
changes.

Support

Juvenile Justice Competency Revisions

Amends definitions and defines terms related to
competency evaluations of minors; amends procedures
and requirements for an evaluation of a minor for
competency; provides instructions to forensic evaluators,
courts, and others involved with the prosecution,
evaluation, and adjudication of matters related to minors;
amends provisions related to an evaluation to determine
likelihood of attaining competency.

Passed

Criminal Code Task Force Changes

Clarifies the purpose and scope of the Criminal Code
Evaluation Task Force; and includes a sunset provision to
establish the duration of the task force.

Passed

Homeless Provider Oversight Amendments

Requires the Homeless Coordinating Committee to prepare
and implement a statewide strategy for minimizing
homelessness in the state; describes requirements for
evaluating and reporting on progress toward the strategic
plan goals; describes requirements related to awarding
Passed
contracts from the Pamela Atkinson Homeless Account.

Governmental Immunity Act Amendments

Repeals a provision that: states that an action brought
under the Governmental Immunity Act of Utah is governed
by the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure; and requires a
plaintiff in an action under the Governmental Immunity Act
of Utah to file an undertaking when the action is filed.

Failed

Utah Emergency Medical Services System Act Amendments

Removes a restriction on 911 ambulance or paramedic
services providers from applying for a license to provide a
higher level of service.

Passed

Oil and Gas Amendments

Addresses powers of a political subdivision relating to
regulation of activity that is incident to an oil and gas
activity.

Failed

Voluntary Wood Burning Conversion Program

Modifies the type of stoves for conversions; modifies the
requirements to be eligible for the conversion program;
directs the division to give preference to applicants for
conversions who meet certain criteria.

Passed

Assessment and Treatment Decisions Amendments

Provides that an entity that conducts only assessments to
determine whether substance use disorder treatment is
necessary is not required to be licensed by the Department
of Human Services if the entity is licensed by the Division
of Occupational and Professional Licensing; provides that,
under certain circumstances, a private entity that conducts
an assessment of an individual to determine if substance
use disorder treatment is necessary may not also provide
Failed
substance use disorder treatment to the individual.

Boundary Adjustment Notice Amendments

Extends the deadline for a requirement that municipalities
make a certain filing with the lieutenant governor regarding
Passed
an annexation or boundary adjustment.

Support

Oppose
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HB0379

HB0382

HB0383

HB0385

HB0386

HB0389

Rep Thurston (added 2/25)

Rep Strong (added 2/25)

Rep Dailey-Provost (added
2/25)

Rep Moss (added 2/25)

Rep Briscoe (added 2/25)

Rep Christofferson (added
2/25)

Intergenerational Poverty Solutions

Creates the Earned Income and Education Savings
Incentive Program (the program), including: providing a
process for an individual identified by the Department of
Workforce Services as experiencing intergenerational
poverty to receive a state match of deposits into certain
529 savings accounts.

Failed

Resort Communities Tax Amendments

Increases the number of notices that the State Tax
Commission must send to a municipality that no longer
qualifies to impose a resort communities tax; modifies the
time frame for when a municipality that no longer qualifies
to impose the resort communities tax must stop imposing
the tax.

Passed

Utah Medical Cannabis Act Amendments

Removes a requirement that unprocessed cannabis flower
be in a blister pack; increases limit on the number of
patients for whom a qualified medical provider may
recommend cannabis; removes a distinction between
qualified medical providers and specialists regarding the
limit on the number of patients for whom a qualified medical
provider may recommend cannabis; regarding the
qualifications for a medical cannabis patient card: reduces
the age requirement; and removes a requirement that
certain adults receive approval of the compassionate use
board; repeals elements required for protection from
criminal conviction for the use or possession of medical
cannabis; clarifies quantity limits for possession during the
Failed
decriminalization period.

Medicaid Reimbursement to Public Schools

Requires a local education agency to certify each year that
Medicaid reimbursements were used only for the service
for which the reimbursement was received; prohibits a local
education agency from using Medicaid reimbursements
except: to enhance the compensation of an employee who
provided the reimbursable service; or to reimburse a
contracted provider for providing the reimbursable service;
and provides that, beginning on January 1, 2021, the State
Board of Education shall submit Medicaid reimbursement
requests on behalf of public schools for allowable
Failed
administrative costs.

Economic Development and Affordable Homes Amendments

Modifies how money from the Olene Walker Housing Loan
Fund may be used; modifies how money from the
Economic Revitalization and Investment Fund may be
used; creates the Affordable Housing Preservation Fund
and describes the allowable uses of money from the fund.

Incentive Program Amendments

Creates a tax credit certificate process for the well
recompletion or workover severance tax credit; creates a
tax credit certificate process for the severance tax credit for
natural gas that is converted to hydrogen fuel for use in
zero emission motor vehicles; creates a tax credit
certificate process for the research activities corporate and
individual income tax credits; creates a tax credit certificate
process for the qualifying solar project individual income
Passed
tax credit.

Support

Failed
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HB0391
HB0394
HB0395

Rep Ivory (added 2/25)

Rep Hutchings (added 2/25)

Rep Roberts (added 2/25)

Modifications to Governmental Immunity Provisions

Waives governmental immunity for an injury claim resulting
from a sexual battery or sexual abuse of a child against a
student by a school employee unless the school was
subject to a specified policy and had taken reasonable
steps to implement and enforce the policy; waives
governmental immunity for an injury claim resulting from a
sexual battery of a student by an employee of an institution
of higher education, except in specified circumstances; and
authorizes a court to award a prevailing plaintiff the
plaintiff's reasonable attorney fees and costs in an action to
Passed
recover for a claim for which immunity is waived.

Pawnshop and Secondhand Merchandise Amendments

Amends provisions related to receiving stolen property and
duties of pawnbrokers, secondhand businesses, and coin
Passed
dealers; and makes technical and conforming changes.

State Construction Registry Amendments

Amends provisions related to receiving stolen property and
duties of pawnbrokers, secondhand businesses, and coin
Passed
dealers; and makes technical and conforming changes.

HB0398

Rep Daw (added 2/25)

Substance Use and Health Care Amendments

Modifies provisions requiring a county jail and the
Department of Corrections to report certain information to
the Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice regarding
an inmate's death; provides a refundable tax credit for
certain practitioners who provide substance use disorder
treatment in a secure facility; modifies provisions relating to
licensing of a practitioner who dispenses certain opiate
agonists; creates a telehealth substance use treatment pilot
program to be conducted in a county jail; requires the
Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice to convene a
committee to study certain health care and other services
Passed
provided to inmates in a correctional facility.

HB0401

Rep Ray (added 2/25)

Eminent Domain Amendments

Prohibits the use of eminent domain for economic
development and parks.

Failed

Juvenile Justice Reform Amendments

Creates the Juvenile Justice Reinvestment Restricted
Account; describes the purposes and sources of the
restricted account; grants rulemaking authority to the
Division of Juvenile Justice Services; extends the
presumptive length of jurisdiction by the court over a minor
for nonrepayment of restitution.

Passed

Limited Driver License Amendments

Amends the definition of a "probation provider"; allows a
person with a suspended driver license due to a first
offense of driving under the influence to elect to become an
Failed
interlock restricted driver under certain circumstances.

Investigation Protocols for Peace Officer Use of Force

Modifies and enacts definitions applicable to a provision
relating to investigations of officer-involved critical
incidents.

Community Renewable Energy Act

Enacts the Community Renewable Energy Act; defines
terms and program requirements under the act; outlines the
role and rulemaking authority of the Utah Public Service
Commission in approving a community renewable energy
program under the act; establishes and clarifies options for
customer participation and nonparticipation in programs
under the act; establishes procedures concerning rates,
customer billing, and renewable energy resource
Passed
acquisition under the act.

HB0404

HB0405
HB0406

HB0411

Rep Snow (added 2/25)

Rep Thurston (added 2/25)

Rep Roberts (added 2/25)

Rep Handy (added 2/26)

Passed
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HB0414

HB0415

HB0417

HB0422

HB0433

Rep Pitcher (added 2/26)

Rep Ray (added 2/25)

Rep Hall (added 2/26)

Rep Handy (added 2/26)

Rep Gibson (added 2/27)

Restitution Reporting

Requires county jails to report specified data regarding
certain fees collected from inmates to the Commission on
Criminal and Juvenile Justice; creates a task force for the
purpose of reviewing the collected data and making
findings and recommendations based on that data; requires
the Commission on Criminal and Juvenile Justice to
compile the data collected and submit it to the Jail
Incarceration and Transportation Costs Study Council;
directs the membership and purpose of the Jail
Incarceration and Transportation Costs Study Council; and
provides a repeal date for provisions relating to the Jail
Passed
Incarceration and Transportation Costs Study Council.

Local Law Enforcement Structure and Governance Amendments

Prohibits a municipality from establishing a board or
committee with certain powers over a police chief or county
sheriff; establishes limitations on a municipality's or
county's power to establish a board or committee that
Passed
relates to the provision of law enforcement services.

Controlled Substance Database Access Amendments

Authorizes the Division of Occupational and Professional
Licensing to provide information to a managed care
organization under certain circumstances; creates an
exception to certain restrictions on access to the controlled
Failed
substances database.

Marriage Code Revisions

Addresses incestuous marriages; clarifies when marriages
are prohibited and void; replaces certain references to
gender specific terms with gender neutral terms;
establishes who may solemnize a marriage; addresses the
content of a marriage license; provides for an affidavit
Passed
before the clerk.

Inland Port Amendments

Prohibits a political subdivision from challenging the
creation, existence, funding, powers, project areas, or
duties of the Utah Inland Port Authority and prohibits the
use of public money for any challenge and makes technical
Passed
changes.

HB0437

Rep Hutchings (added 2/28)

Presentence Investigation and Probation Report Modifications

Provides that, under certain circumstances, the Department
of Corrections may provide a copy of a defendant's
presentence investigation report to a sex offender
treatment provider working with the defendant; and
provides that an unsworn declaration may be used to report
Failed
a probation violation.

HB0439

Rep Perry (added 2/28)

Rural Job Creation Tax Credit

Creates a nonrefundable tax credit for rural job creation.

Failed

Commission on Criminal Justice and Juvenile Justice Amendments

Changes the membership of certain committees and
councils; modifies the duties of certain committees and
councils.

Passed

HB0440

Rep Hutchings (added 2/27)

HB0441S01 Rep Quinn (added 2/28)

Tax Equalization and Reduction Act

HB0444

At-risk Government Employee Information Protection Amendments

Rep Perry (added 2/28)

Amended

Support

Massive bill to broaden the base and lower the rate through
Failed
taxes on services.
Modifies the definition of "public information" in the context
of provisions relating to protecting personal information of
law enforcement officers; modifies requirements relating to
a form that a law enforcement officer may submit to protect
personal information from being posted on the Internet;
modifies provisions relating to the private classification of
personal information of at-risk government employees; and
enacts language relating to the length of time that a form
requesting private classification of personal information
Passed
remains in effect and the rescission of the form.
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HB0446

HB0453
HB0458

HB0459

Rep Spendlove (added 2/29)

Rep Hawkes (added 3/1)

Rep Handy (added 3/3)

Rep Coleman (added 3/3)

Truth In Taxation Revisions

Amends the date by which certain taxing entities are
required to make a final budgeting decision related to
additional ad valorem tax revenue after a truth in taxation
hearing; amends the date by which certain taxing entities
are required to conduct certain budgeting activities;
amends provisions related to the submission of a resolution
to the State Tax Commission; provides a deadline for a
certain public meeting that is part of the truth in taxation
Passed
process.

Alcohol Amendments

Provides tolerance for the alcohol content of beer,
background checks, licensing amendments, identification
badges, 16 year old employees, technical and conforming
changes.

Tax Penalty Amendments

Reduces the monthly penalty assessed for unpaid income
tax liability during an extension of time for filing a corporate
Failed
income tax return or an individual income tax return.

Political Activities of Public Entities Act

Defines terms and modifies and deletes definitions;
prohibits a public official or an employee of a public entity
from using public funds, public resources, public email, or
public distribution lists for certain politically- related
purposes; provides criminal or civil penalties for violating
the provisions of this bill; modifies exceptions to the
requirements of this bill.

Passed

Failed

HB0460

Rep Moss (added 3/4)

Medicaid Eligibility Amendments

H.B. 462

Rep Shultz (added 3/5)

Outdoor Recreation Grant Program Amendments

Prohibits the department from terminating eligibility for the
state Medicaid program solely because the individual is
Passed
incarcerated.
Removes the $300,000 annual cap on money put into a
hospitality and tourism program from the state transient
room tax; renames the Hospitality and Tourism
Management and Career and Technical Education Pilot
Program to the Hospitality and Tourism Education
Program; moves the administration of the program from the
State Board of Education to the Talent Ready Utah Center
in the Governor's Office of Economic Development
(GOED); describes GOED's duties in selecting a nonprofit
Failed
entity to develop and implement the program.

HB0470

Rep Pitcher (added 3/6)

Felony Probation Amendments

Specifies that certain provisions relating to probation length
Failed
are applicable to felony probation.

Civil Commitment Amendments

Adds additional members to the Forensic Mental Health
Coordinating Council; modifies provisions relating to civil
commitment, including provisions relating to discharge and
periodic review of an individual who is civilly committed;
modifies provisions relating to competency to stand trial,
including provisions relating to a finding of competency and
Failed
the process that follows a finding of competency.

Judicial Retention for Justice Court Judges

Expands to all counties existing authority to initiate a
reduction in force in a justice court in certain
circumstances.

Jail Drug Treatment Program

Creates a pilot program to administer a schedule of
Naltrexone to certain individuals who suffer from alcohol or
opiate addiction; provides that the Commission on Criminal
and Juvenile Justice shall administer the program; and
provides minimum standards with which the selected
county is to comply when implementing the pilot program. Failed

HB0480
H.B. 482

H.B. 487

Rep Ray (added 3/7)

Rep Snow (added 3/7)

Rep Moss (added 3/9)

Failed

Support
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H.C.R. 2
H.C.R. 5

HCR007

H.J.R. 1

HJR023

SB0013

SB0017

SB0026
SB0027

This resolution supports the development of wind, solar,
hydrogen, hydroelectric, and geothermal energy in rural areas of
the state as a complement to Utah's diversified energy system and
supports the export of Utah-produced wind, solar, hydrogen,
hydroelectric, and geothermal energy to other states.
Passed

Rep Arent

Concurrent Resolution Supporting Rural Development of Wind, Solar,
Hydrogen, Hydroelectric, and Geothermal Energy

Rep Ward

This resolution urges the federal government to pursue policies
that allow for easier reduction of excess forest fuel loads and
Concurrent Resolution Urging Policies that Reduce Damage From Wildfires minimize further climate warming.

Rep Spendlove

Rep Stratton

Rep Snider (added 2/25)

Sen Bramble

Sen Okerlund

Sen Henderson
Sen Henderson

Support

Lincoln

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Concurrent Resolution Recognizing the Economic Importance of Outdoor
Recreation for Utah

Highlights the natural assets and benefits derived from the natural
assets in Utah; recognizes the economic importance of Utah's
natural assets to Utah's people; and expresses the intention to
continue the legacy of supporting and growing the broad
economic value of Utah's natural assets to benefit the people of
Utah.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Proposal to Amend Utah Constitution -- Municipal Water Resources

This resolution proposes to amend the Utah Constitution to:
revise a provision relating to municipal water rights and sources
of water supply; eliminate references to municipal waterworks;
and specify the circumstances under which a municipality may
commit water resources or supply water outside its boundary or
exchange water resources.

Passed

Neutral

Lincoln

Joint Resolution Withdrawing Approval for Class V Landfill

Refers to 2016 General Session H.J.R. 20 which provided
provisional legislative approval for the construction and
operation of a Class V commercial nonhazardous solid waste
landfill; and withdraws the Legislature's provisional approval,
granted in 2016 General Session H.J.R. 20, to Promontory Point
Resources, LLC, to construct and operate a Class V commercial
nonhazardous solid waste landfill.

Failed

Income Tax Domicile Amendments

Requires certain owners of residential property in the state to file
a written declaration with the county assessor under penalty of
perjury certifying certain property tax information on a form
prescribed by the Tax Commission; amends the definition of
resident individual for income tax purposes; amends voting
provisions that create a rebuttable presumption that an individual
is considered to have domicile in this state for income tax
purposes; amends the requirements for determining whether an
individual is considered to have domicile in the state for income
tax purposes; grants the Tax Commission rulemaking authority to
define by rule what constitutes spending a day in the state for
determining domicile; specifies when a spouse is not considered
to have domicile in the state when the other spouse has domicile
for income tax purposes.
Passed

Neutral

Lincoln

Extraterritorial Jurisdiction Amendments

Modifies provisions regarding the extraterritorial jurisdiction of a
municipality to enact protections for the municipality's water
works and water sources; provides a process by which a
municipality may adopt an ordinance or regulation under the
municipality's extraterritorial jurisdiction.
Passed

TBD

Lincoln

Governmental Nonprofit Corporation Act Amendments

Amends definitions used to identify a governmental nonprofit
corporation; requires the state auditor to: develop a training or
other informational resource regarding best practices for financial
controls and board governance; and distribute the training or
other informational resource to certain state and local entities and
governmental nonprofit corporations.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Governmental Nonprofit Corporation Meetings Amendments

Allows a governmental nonprofit corporation to close a meeting
to discuss a trade secret in certain circumstances.

Neutral

Lincoln

Passed
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SB0032

SB0033

S.B. 34

S.B. 38

S.B. 39

S.B. 42

S.B. 43

Sen Weiler

Sen Harper

Sen Anderegg

Sen Fillmore

Sen Fillmore

Sen McCay

Sen Mayne

Indigent Defense Act Amendments

Recodifies the Indigent Defense Act, including: defining terms;
addressing right to counsel; determining indigency; ordering
indigent defense services; establishing standards for indigent
defense systems; addressing compensation and reimbursement
for indigent defense services; addressing the Utah Indigent
Defense Commission; addressing the Indigent Defense Funds
Board and duties of the board; providing for defense of indigent
inmates, including providing for the Indigent Inmate Trust Fund;
addressing the Indigent Aggravated Murder Defense Trust Fund
and the roles of counties and the state; updating cross references;
and repealing language outdated because of changes made in the
bill
Passed

TBD

Lincoln

Political Procedures Amendments

Modifies and standardizes notice requirements relating to
incorporation or dissolution of a municipality, annexation and
other municipal boundary changes, and elections; modifies and
clarifies deadlines in the Election Code; modifies procedures, and
clarifies length limitations, for arguments for or against a ballot
proposition; requires at least two poll workers to perform certain
tasks relating to the handling and delivery of ballots; clarifies
residency requirements for a local school board candidate;
removes the intent language from the Election Code
Passed

Support

Bryan

Affordable Housing Modifications

Modifies the requirements of certain municipalities and counties
related to the moderate income housing plan element of their
general plan; modifies the reporting requirements of certain
municipalities related to the municipalities' moderate income
housing plan element of their general plan; modifies provisions
related to the use of Transportation Investment Fund money;
modifies provisions related to the Olene Walker Housing Loan
Fund Board.

Passed

Support 2/14

Lincoln

Mental Health Amendments

Requires that a mental health professional provide a patient the
opportunity to waive the patient's privacy rights; requires a
designated examiner to consider a proposed patient's mental
health history when evaluating the proposed patient for civil
commitment; allows a designated examiner to request a court
order to obtain a proposed patient's mental health history;
requires a designated examiner to disclose to an unrepresented
proposed patient the fact that the designated examiner may, by
court order, obtain the proposed patient's mental health history;
limits the circumstances under which a court may terminate a
civil commitment.

Passed

Neutral

Elizabeth

Assisted Outpatient Treatment for Mental Illness

Defines "assisted outpatient treatment"; describes the services
provided to an individual receiving assisted outpatient treatment;
describes the process whereby an individual is court ordered to
receive assisted outpatient treatment; requires a designated
examiner to consider assisted outpatient treatment when
evaluating a proposed patient for civil commitment.
Passed

TBD

Elizabeth

Tangible Personal Property Amendments

Provides for the exemption of certain tangible personal property
from property tax if the tangible personal property is eligible for
sales and use taxation; repeals existing provisions relating to the
exemption of certain tangible personal property from property
tax.

Oppose

Lincoln

Criminal Provisions Modifications

Modifies criminal offenses and penalties relating to: clandestine
drug labs; drug distribution resulting in death; electronic
communications harassment; and return of a marriage license to a
county clerk; repeals the offense of fornication; repeals
provisions allowing the Department of Public Safety to enforce
the Clandestine Drug Lab Act.
Passed

No Position

Bryan

Failed
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S.B. 44

S.B. 46
S.B. 49
S.B. 50

S.B. 56
S.B. 60

Sen Fillmore

Sen Sandall

Sen Davis

Sen Vickers

Sen Henderson
Sen Fillmore

Street-legal Atv Amendments

Addresses circumstances under which certain all-terrain vehicles
may operate as a street-legal all-terrain vehicle on a highway.

TBD

Lincoln

Tire Recycling Amendments

States the director of the Division of Waste Management and
Radiation Control may authorize 100% reimbursement of a waste
tire transporter's or recycler's cost if the county applying for
reimbursement is a county of the third, fourth, fifth, or sixth
class, or the municipality applying for reimbursement is in a
county of the third, fourth, fifth, or sixth class.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Homeless Shelter Funding Amendments

Clarifies how the State Tax Commission calculates a county's or
municipality's contribution into the Homeless Shelter Cities
Mitigation Restricted Account.

Passed

Neutral

Bryan

Local Government Office Amendments

Prohibits an individual from serving as a member of the
governing body of a municipality at the same time the individual
serves as a member of a county commission.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Community Reinvestment Agency Report

Requires each county to create a publicly accessible database to
track certain information about each community reinvestment
agency located within the county; requires each community
reinvestment agency to annually upload required information to
the database of the county in which the agency operates; allows a
county to contract with a third party to create and administer the
database.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Automatic Local District Withdrawal Amendments

Provides for the automatic withdrawal of an area from a local
district in the case of certain annexations.

No Position

Lincoln

Support

Bryan

Support

Bryan

Passed

Passed

S.B. 61

Sen Iwamoto

Poll Hours for Early Voting

S.B. 62

Sen Iwamoto

Campaign Finance Revisions

Removes the poll hour closing requirement on the last day of
early voting.
Passed
Requires a disqualified municipal, county, or local school board
candidate to file a campaign finance statement after
disqualification; clarifies which campaign finance and disclosure
requirements relate to candidates and which relate to
officeholders; modifies certain reporting dates for interim
campaign finance reports; permits the lieutenant governor to
waive a fine under certain circumstances; and modifies campaign
finance reporting requirements for county political parties,
political action committees, political issues committees, and
corporations.
Passed

Utah Noxious Weed Act Amendments

Under certain conditions, permits a county executive's designee
to serve on a county weed control board.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Food Truck License Amendments

Prohibits a political subdivision from requiring a food truck
operator to obtain a business license if the food truck operator has
a license from another political subdivision; requires a food truck
operator to obtain a business license, health department permit,
and fire safety certification in the political subdivision in which
the food truck conducts the majority of the food truck's
operations; sets a criminal penalty for violating a license, permit,
and certification requirement; repeals provisions related to
reciprocal licensing and related reciprocal fees; repeals
provisions related to reciprocal health department permits and
related reciprocal fees.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

S.B. 65

S.B. 71

Sen Iwamoto

Sen Henderson
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SB0072
SB0077
SB0090
SB0093

SB0096

SB0097

SB0098

Sen Harper
Sen Bramble
Sen Weiler

Sen Sandall

Sen Christensen

Sen Anderegg

Sen Harper

Transportation Governance and Funding Revisions

Amends provisions related to transportation reinvestment zones;
amends provisions related to public transit district governance
structure and responsibilities; renames the local advisory board of
a large public transit district as a "local advisory council"; repeals
a provision related to the name of a large public transit district;
requires two or more entities providing public transit services in
adjacent or overlapping areas to integrate and coordinate services
and fees with oversight by the Department of Transportation;
allows a public transit district to exclude applicants for certain
positions of employment based on results of a background check;
amends definitions related to motor vehicles; amends provisions
related to motor vehicle registration; amends allowable uses of
certain local option sales and use tax revenue; makes technical
changes regarding local option sales and use taxes; amends
provisions related to the governance structure and duties of
certain positions within the Department of Transportation;
amends certain provisions related to transportation funding
procedures; exempts the Transportation Commission from certain
restrictions on setting rates for certain programs administered by
the Department of Transportation; creates a road usage charge
program, requires the Department of Transportation to administer
the program, and grants rulemaking authority; amends provisions
related to the State Infrastructure Bank; amends certain
provisions pertaining to anonymized location data of certain
connected vehicles
Passed

Support with
Amendments

Lincoln

Tax Increment Amendments

Clarifies the manner in which an agency may receive a taxing
entity's tax revenue that results from a tax increase.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Political Signs Amendments

Prohibits local governments from prohibiting or removing
political signs from residential parking strips.

Failed

Oppose

Lincoln

Agricultural Nuisance Amendments

Enacts the Agricultural Operations Nuisances Act, including:
defining terms; addressing nuisance actions; and providing for
the relationship with other statutes.

Passed

Neutral 2/14

Lincoln

Medicaid Expansion Adjustments

Makes changes to eligibility for and administration of the state
Medicaid program; directs the Department of Health to continue
to seek approval from the federal government to implement the
Medicaid waiver expansion; directs the department to submit a
request to the federal government to provide Medicaid benefits to
enrollees who are newly eligible under the Medicaid waiver
expansion in a manner that: incorporates a per capita cap on
federal reimbursement; limits presumptive eligibility; imposes a
lock-out period for individuals who violate certain program
requirements; and gives enrollees continuous eligibility for a
period of 12 months; directs the department to submit a request to
the federal government to allow Medicaid funds to be used for
housing supports for certain enrollees; amends provisions related
to the Medicaid Expansion Fund; amends provisions related to
the state sales tax.
Passed

Watch

Lincoln

Medicaid Program Revisions

Repeals: authorization for Medicaid expansion under the
Affordable Care Act; certain sales tax increases; and the
Medicaid Expansion Hospital Assessment Act; amends the
Inpatient Hospital Assessment Act.

Failed

Oppose

Elizabeth

Community Reinvestment Agency Amendments

Prohibits a taxing entity that is not the community that created an
agency from charging the agency certain administrative fees;
limits an agency's reporting requirements to only the reports
required by law; if a community reinvestment project area plan
provides solely for non-residential project area development,
removes the requirement for an agency to provide a housing
allocation.
Passed

Neutral

Lincoln
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SB0099

SB0103

SB0104
S.B. 107

S.B. 108

SB0109

SB0117

SB0118
SB0123

Sen Harper

Sen Thatcher

Sen Buxton

Sen Fillmore

Sen Harper

Sen Weiler

Sen McCay

Sen McCay

Sen McCay

Sales Tax Amendments

Lowers the rate of the state sales and use tax on items other than:
food; food ingredients; and residential fuel.
Failed

Neutral

Lincoln

Victim Targeting Penalty Enhancements

Provides for an enhanced penalty for a criminal offense if the
offender acted against an individual because of the offender's
perception of the individual's ancestry, disability, ethnicity,
gender, gender identity, national origin, race, religion, or sexual
orientation; provides the same enhancement provisions if the
criminal offense damages property and the offender acted against
the property because of the offender's perception of the property
owner's ancestry, disability, ethnicity, gender, gender identity,
national origin, race, religion, or sexual orientation; and provides
that this bill does not affect an individual's constitutional right of
free speech or any other constitutional rights.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Removal or Disruption of Survey Monuments

Allows a county to require a permit to disturb certain established
survey monuments; requires a person to notify the county
surveyor and obtain any required permit before disturbing certain
established monuments; imposes requirements for drawings or
plans for construction work occurring within a certain distance of
certain established survey monuments; allows a county to
establish certain civil penalties.
Passed

Support

Lincoln

Nuisance Ordinances for Municipalities

Imposes limitations on enforcement of nuisance ordinances
involving a person's use of the person's primary residence;
provides certain exceptions.

Oppose

Lincoln

Modification to Government Records

Modifies the right to inspect and copy records; modifies a
provision that states that a governmental entity is not required to
fill a records request if the records are already publicly available;
prohibits a records request from being submitted to multiple
governmental entities.
Passed

Asset Forfeiture Amendments

adds a definition; addresses grounds for seizing property;
addresses custody and control of property, including removing a
retention requirement for interviews of a minor; requires a court
to make certain findings before the court can order property be
returned to a person claiming property; addresses jurisdiction in
state court; addresses voiding a forfeiture; addresses civil
forfeiture; provides for release of property held for forfeiture on
certain grounds; changes interest requirements; modifies transfer
and sharing procedures; modifies grant provisions under the State
Asset Forfeiture Grant Program; addresses forfeiture reporting
requirements.
Failed

TBD

Tax Amendments

Modifies the calculation of a county's or municipality's annual
contribution to the Homeless Shelter Cities Mitigation Restricted
Account by: removing the cap on a county's or municipality's
contribution amount; changing the percentage used to determine
the amount of the contribution; and requiring the State Tax
Commission to subtract the contribution from the county's or
municipality's distribution of local option sales and use tax
revenue that is based on the location of the transaction, rather
than the distribution that is based on population.
Failed

Oppose

Law Enforcement Service Agreement

Requires that an interlocal agreement between a county and one
or more municipalities to provide law enforcement service
requires or appoints a certain individual to provide or direct law
enforcement service, depending on the county classification.

TBD

Election Process Amendments

Modifies the deadline for a political party's central committee to
certify a replacement name for a ballot when a candidate vacancy
occurs..
Passed

Failed

Failed

Support
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SB0124
SB0125

SB0129

Sen Mayne

Sen Weiler

Sen Harper

Local Government Administration Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the entry of the election of a metro
township mayor in council meeting minutes; amends a
requirement that certain county officials fill certain metro
township offices or positions to be discretionary and subject to an
agreement between the county and the metro township; repeals a
provision regarding the initial membership of a municipal
services district board of trustees; removes the county executive
as the executive of a municipal services district.
Passed

Support

Vehicle Registration Records Amendments

Prohibits the Motor Vehicle Division from disclosing a protected
record to an owner, lessee, or operator of a private parking lot or
structure.
Passed

Watch

Public Safety and Firefighter Tier II Retirement Enhancements

Increases the percentage of compensation that a participating
employer shall pay to the office on behalf of a member for the
defined benefit portion of the New Public Safety and Firefighter
Tier II Contributory Retirement System; increases the amount of
the nonelective contribution made by a participating employer on
behalf of each public safety service employee or fighter service
employee who is a member of the New Public Safety and
Firefighter Tier II Contributory Retirement System; increases the
multiplier percentage for the calculation of the retirement
allowance of a participant in the New Public Safety and
Firefighter Tier II hybrid retirement system for certain years;
provides that a portion of the revenues collected from the tax on
the admitted insurers and a portion of the net profits earned from
the sale of liquor in the Liquor Control Fund shall annually be
paid to the Utah State Retirement Office to fund certain benefit
enhancements in the New Public Safety and Firefighter Tier II
Retirement System.
Passed

Position of Support
with full state
funding 2/14

Passed

Support

Failed

Bill Dropped

SB0135

Sen Stevenson

Prosecution Council Amendments

Adds two city prosecutors to the council; provides for an
approval procedure for certain members; allows for the
appointment of resource prosecutors and sets qualifications.

SB0141

Sen McCay

Election Precincts Amendments

Limits the variation of active voters per precinct.

Legal Notice Revisions

Defines average advertisement rate; permits a person to satisfy a
part of legal notice publication requirements, in certain
circumstances, by serving legal notice directly on all parties to
whom legal notice is required; amends restrictions on newspapers
in relation to legal notices.
Passed

Sales Tax Exemption Modifications

Defines electric energy storage asset; creates a sales and use tax
exemption for an electric energy storage asset used for
residential, commercial, or industrial purposes.

Initiative Procedure Amendments

Requires an application for a statewide initiative petition to
contain information relating to funding sources for the proposed
law; modifies public hearing requirements relating to a statewide
initiative; modifies ballot requirements and ballot title challenge
provisions.
Passed

Community Impact Fund Board Amendments

Modifies the membership of the Permanent Community Impact
Fund Board; modifies the selection of the chair of the Permanent
Community Impact Fund Board; directs a portion of the receipts
of the Permanent Community Impact Fund to be directed to the
Seven County Infrastructure Coalition.

SB0145
SB0146

SB0151

SB0152

Sen McCay

Sen Kitchen

Sen Henderson

Sen Winterton (added 2/11)

Lincoln

Watch

Failed

Failed

TBD
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SB0154

SB0155
S.B. 160
S.B. 162
S.B. 165

SB0167
SB0168

SB0172
SB0174

Sen Harper (added 2/11)

Sen Mayne (added 2/12)

Sen McCay (added 2/13)
Sen Iwamoto (added 2/13)
Sen Anderegg (added 2/13)

Sen Mayne (added 2/13)

Sen Bramble (added 2/13)

Sen Millner (added 2/20)
Sen Anderegg (added 2/20)

Utah Communications Authority Amendments

Clarifies purposes of the Utah Communications Authority and the
authority's Radio Network Division. Modifies provisions in the
determination of asset distribution in the event of the Utah
Communications Authority's dissolution; prohibits any public
entity from causing or allowing a 911 or emergency call box
communication to be redirected to anywhere other than the 911
emergency service network. Clarifies audit reporting
requirements for counties not serviced by a single, physically
consolidated public safety answering point to the Utah
Communications Authority.
Passed

Animal Shelter Transparency Amendments

Amends definitions; and requires an animal shelter to: publish
certain information regarding the animals in the shelter's custody,
including the disposition of the animals; and maintain the
published information for a period of years.
Failed

Body Camera Disclosure Amendments

Removes the provision allowing an officer to deactivate a bodyworn camera when consulting with a supervisor or another
officer.

Failed

Corrections Officer Certification Amendments

Allows 19 year olds to be certified as correctional officers and
work in a jail facility.

Passed

Quorum Requirements

Amends the definition of a quorum for purposes of the Open and
Public Meetings Act.
Passed

Public Safety and Firefighter Planned Retirement Program

Enacts a planned retirement program for certain public safety and
firefighter employees; allows a participating employer to
participate in a planned retirement program for certain public
safety and firefighter retirees who have not completed the oneyear employment separation requirement; requires a participating
employer that offers a planned retirement program to establish
written policies and enter into a written agreement with the
retiree; provides for retiree eligibility for a planned retirement
program and establishes restrictions; provides for participating
employer and retiree reporting; provides penalties; allows the
Legislature to make changes to the program; allows the Utah
State Retirement Board to make related rules; requires the
program to be in compliance with requirements for federally
qualified plans and provides for severability of provisions;
provides for a sunset of the planned retirement program
provisions.
Failed

Sales and Use Tax Revisions

Provides the circumstances under which a marketplace facilitator
or a marketplace seller is subject to the payment or collection and
remittance requirements of the sales and use tax act.
Passed

Economic Development Amendments

Moves the STEM Action Center from the Governor's Office of
Economic Development to the State Board of Education; moves
the Office of Energy Development to the Governor's Office of
Economic Development; moves provisions related to the
Community Impact Board from the Department of Workforce
Services to the Governor's Office of Economic Development;
moves provisions related to private activity bonds from the
Department of Workforce Services to the Governor's Office of
Economic Development; moves the Pete Suazo Utah Athletic
Commission from the Governor's Office of Economic
Development to the Division of Occupational and Professional
Licensing.

Passed

Municipal Business Licensure Amendments

Prohibits local government taxation of a business that a minor
operates only occasionally.

Failed

Support

Support
Watch
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SB0179

Sen Fillmore (added 2/20)

Truth in Taxation Amendments

Requires a taxing entity to discuss a proposed tax rate increase at
a public meeting held only for the purpose of discussing and
taking action on a tax rate increase; prohibits restriction on the
number of individuals who offer public comment; and prohibits a
taxing entity from holding a public hearing to discuss a proposed
tax rate increase on the same date as another public meeting of
the taxing entity.
Passed

SB0181

Sen Hinkins (added 2/20)

Pari-mutuel Horse Racing

SB0184

Sen Thatcher (added 2/20)

Nuisance and Code Enforcement Amendments

Defines terms; creates restricted accounts; allows for pari-mutuel
horse racing and wagering in a county in which voters allow,
through an election, for pari-mutuel events within the county;
creates the Pari-mutuel Horse Racing Commission
("commission"); provides for the commission's membership,
authority, and duties; requires the state auditor to audit the
commission's accounting; provides for licensing and permits for
pari-mutuel events, including fines and penalties for violations;
requires a permittee to post a bond or other financial assurance;
provides for simulcasting and advance deposit pari-mutuel
wagering; provides for takeouts of certain percentages from the
winning wagers for certain purposes; prohibits bribery, touting,
and wagering involving minors; requires the identification of
horses; and prohibits certain treatment of animals in relation to
pari-mutuel events.
Failed
Defines terms; modifies the process by which a municipality may
designate, inspect, and abate nuisances and code violations;
creates a process by which a county may designate, inspect, and
abate nuisances and code violations; provides requirements for
municipal and county inspectors regarding nuisance and code
violation complaints and citations; prohibits the collection of
penalties incurred before a certain date unless the nuisance or
code violation inspection and citation complies with certain
requirements; provides for the appeal of a nuisance or code
violation citation.
Passed

Booking Photographs Amendments

Requires a publication or website to remove and destroy a
booking photograph when the individual in the booking
photograph requests removal and destruction within certain time
periods; prohibits a booking photograph publication or website
from: conditioning removal and destruction of a booking
photograph on the payment of a fee depending on the disposition
of the related criminal charge; or conditioning removal and
destruction of a booking photograph on the payment of a fee
above a certain amount in certain circumstances; and for a
booking photograph publication or website that does not comply
with a requirement to remove and destroy a booking photograph:
allows a county to impose a civil penalty; and provides for
liability for certain legal costs.
Passed

County Planning and Services Amendments

Amends a provision regarding the membership on a county
mountainous planning commission; allows a county to fund fire,
paramedic, and police services within a municipality that is
located within an area that the county has designated as a
recreation area; extends sunset dates for the mountainous
planning commission.

Passed

Temporary Land Use Regulation Amendments

Adds a certain water study to the circumstances that allow a
county legislative body to enact a temporary land use regulation
that prohibits certain development; allows the county legislative
body to extend the temporary land use regulation on the body's
own motion.

Failed

SB0185

SB0187

SB0189

Sen Thatcher (added 2/20)

Sen Sandall (added 2/20)

Sen Okerlund (added 2/20)

Neutral
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SB0190
SB0192

SB0200

Sen Bramble (added 2/20)

Sen Winterton (added 2/20)

Sen Sandall (added 2/25)

Rental Car Amendments

Defines terms; establishes requirements for a vehicle rental
transaction; establishes operational requirements for a private
vehicle rental program provider (program provider), including
requirements: for motor vehicles for which the program provider
may facilitate rentals; regarding equipment installation,
operation, and maintenance; regarding the keeping of records;
and regarding disclosures; provides insurance requirements for a
private vehicle rental program provider; prohibits an insurer from
cancelling or failing to renew a policy solely based on
participation in a private vehicle rental, except under certain
circumstances.
Failed

Lieutenant Governor Attorney Amendments

Requires the lieutenant governor to employ an attorney
responsible for Native American tribal issues; requires the
attorney to serve as a resource to the state and each county.

Rural Economic Development Modifications

Modifies enterprise zone provisions overseen by the Governor's
Office of Economic Development (GOED); modifies provisions
related to economic development tax increment financing;
repeals provisions related to certain GOED administered
economic development programs; defines terms, including "rural
county"; creates the Rural County Economic Development Grant
Program (grant program); describes the requirements and
purposes of the grant program; describes the requirements for a
rural county to apply for a grant under the grant program;
describes the requirements of GOED in administering the grant
program.
Failed

Passed

SB0207

Sen Hillyard (2/25)

Judiciary Amendments

SB0209

Sen Anderegg (2/25)

Scenic Byway Modifications

Addresses notification regarding termination of supervised
probation; addresses which court has jurisdiction regarding an
alleged violation of conditions of probation; addresses
extradition; deletes a provision limiting the number of successive
terms an associate chief justice may serve; omits outdated
language regarding evaluation of justice court judges; modifies
training of a justice court judge; corrects citations relating to
whether a violation of a protective order is a criminal or civil
violation.
Passed
Amends provisions related to the designation of state scenic
byways, National Scenic Byways, and All-American Roads;
amends provisions related to the nomination of members to the
Utah State Scenic Byway Committee (committee); removes the
requirement of bipartisan representation on the committee;
amends the duties of the committee, including nomination or
recommendation of a highway to the Legislature for designation
as a state scenic byway, National Scenic Byway, or All-American
Road; amends provisions related to segmentation of a nonscenic
area of scenic byway.
Failed

Property Tax Relief Modifications

Provides that property tax collections of certain water
conservancy districts may not exceed a certain amount with
exceptions; provides that if a water conservancy district
determines that emergency circumstances exist, a water
conservancy district may levy a property tax that exceeds the
property tax collection restriction in certain circumstances;
prohibits certain water conservancy districts from issuing bonds
secured by certain property tax revenue.

SB0214

Sen Fillmore (added 2/26)

Support

Passed
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SB0219

SB0225

Sen Thatcher (added 2/27)

Sen Escamilla (added 2/28

Crisis Response Amendments

Expands the mobile crisis outreach team grant program to fund
additional mobile crisis outreach teams in rural counties; creates
a pilot program to fund a mental health receiving center for
individuals experiencing a mental health crisis; requires the
Department of Human Services to establish a statewide
stabilization services plan and standards for providing
stabilization services to a child or the child's parent or legal
guardian

Failed

Homeless Service Provider Amendments

Provides that the Homeless Coordinating Committee may award
money from the Homeless to Housing Reform Restricted
Account for the purpose of providing medical respite care for
homeless individuals; and modifies the definition of the term
"homeless shelter."

Passed

SB0228

Sen McCay (added 2/28)

Public Infrastructure District Act

Imposes a limit on a property tax levy for the operation of a
public infrastructure district; imposes a limit on general
obligation bonds that a public infrastructure district may issue;
allows for local entities to create public infrastructure districts;
provides for the appointment and potential election, in certain
circumstances, of members of the board of trustees of a public
infrastructure district; provides for the issuance of bonds for
certain purposes; allows a public infrastructure district to charge
certain fees; imposes certain transparency requirements on public
infrastructure districts; allows a public infrastructure district to
impose a property tax penalty in the event of nonpayment; limits
the time period during which a person may bring certain legal
challenges against a public infrastructure district.
Passed

SB0233

Sen Harper (added 2/29)

Transportation Code Revisions

Amends requirements related to the Department of
Transportation.

Property Tax Exemption for Wildfire

Provides for a property tax exemption for wildfire prevention
efforts on certain property; and gives rulemaking authority to the
Division of Forestry, Fire, and State Land to certify the amount
of a property tax exemption for wildfire prevention.
Failed

SB0240

Sen Hemmert (added 3/4)

Passed

S.B. 242

Sen Bramble (added 3/5)

Presidential Primary Amendments

Requires a presidential primary election to be held; amends the
date on which a presidential primary election is held; amends
deadlines associated with a presidential primary election;
eliminates provisions that allow a presidential primary election to
be held on the date of a regular primary election.
Passed

S.B. 252

Sen McCay (added 3/9)

Fines and Fees Amendments

Clarifies when a fine for an individual may apply.

Passed

Truth in Taxation Requirements Revisions

Allows a taxing entity to increase taxes to allow for inflation
without holding a truth in taxation hearing.

Failed

Property Tax Definition Amendments

Amends the definition of educational purposes as the definition
relates to property tax exemption.

Passed

Waste Regulation Modifications

Provides conditions under which a constructed facility with an
approved operation plan may change class of designation;
modifies information that the director reviews before approving
an operation plan; repeals provisions related to approval of
certain plans.

Failed

Amendments to Initiatives

Modifies the effective date of laws enacted by statewide
initiative; modifies appeal provisions relating to conflicting
initiatives.

Failed

Transportation Infrastructure Bond Amendments

Amends provisions related to bond authority for certain bonds
and specifies how certain bond proceeds may be used to provide
funding for certain projects; authorizes the issuance of general
obligation bonds to pay for certain transportation infrastructure
construction or reconstruction projects; specifies the use of
general obligation bond proceeds and the manner of issuance.

Passed

SB0256
SB0263

S.B. 266
S.B. 267

S.B. 268

Sen Anderegg (added 3/6)
Sen Weiler (added 3/7)

Sen Hemmert (added 3/9)

Sen Riebe (added 3/9)

Sen Cullimore (added 3/9)

Support
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S.B. 269

S.C.R. 1

SCR010

SCR013

S.J.R. 3

SJR001
SJR011

Sen Stevenson (added 3/9)

Military Development Authority

Modifies the Military Installation Development Authority's
ability to petition for annexation of certain areas; includes the
Military Installation Development Authority as a local authority
for purposes of a premises that is located within a project area
and licensed by the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control;
addresses the exchange of real property between the Military
Installation Development Authority and the Department of
Transportation for purposes of constructing an interchange;
provides limitations on challenges to a project area plan or a
project area; extends an authorization for the Military Installation
Development Authority to receive a portion of the property tax
allocation; provides that certain property owned by the Military
Installation Development Authority is not subject to property tax
or privilege tax; extends to the Military Installation Development
Authority the applicability of provisions relating to tax credit
incentives for economic development.
Passed

Sen Fillmore

Concurrent Resolution on the Payment for Treatment in an Institution for
Mental Illness

This concurrent resolution urges Congress to extend Medicaid
coverage beyond 15 days for services provided in certain settings
to adults with serious mental illness.
Passed

Support

Concurrent Resolution Urging Solutions for the Central Wasatch
Mountains

Recognizes the tremendous value of the Central Wasatch
Mountains; acknowledges the work of the Central Wasatch
Commission to develop solutions that address significant
transportation and land management issues; urges the President
of the United States, Congress, and Utah's congressional
delegation to propose and secure passage of legislation that
implements the Central Wasatch Commission's
recommendations; and reflects the desires of local and state
governments to work with all parties to further solutions to
longstanding issues and desires of the parties of the Mountain
Accord.

Support

Concurrent Resolution on Public Lands Strategy

Recognizes Utah as a public lands state and the state's
commitment to perpetually remain a public lands state;
recognizes that state officials should be involved in the creation
and implementation of public lands policies; and directs state
legislative bodies and agencies to work with federal legislative
bodies, agencies, and other like-minded states to pursue strategies
that outline the state's laws, principles, values, priorities, and
willingness to work with federal agencies to manage the state's
public lands.
Passed

Proposal to Amend Utah Constitution - Tangible Personal Property Tax
Exemption

This resolution proposes to amend the Utah Constitution to:
repeal a property tax exemption for tangible personal property
that generates an inconsequential amount of revenue; and
authorize the establishment of a property tax exemption for
tangible personal property that is subject to sales and use tax.

Failed

Oppose

Lincoln

Joint Resolution Supporting the Study of Water Banking in Utah

Encourages the study of possible options to create and develop
water banks to further the 2017 State Recommended Water
Strategy and the preparation of recommendations for the
Legislature to consider for the 2020 General Session.

Passed

Support

Lincoln

Proposal to Amend Utah Constitution - Exemption for Fire Prevention

Authorizes the Legislature to provide a property tax exemption
for land whose owner engages in efforts to prevent wildfire.

Failed

Sen Cullimore (added 2/25)

Sen Hinkins (2/29)

Sen McCay

Sen Iwamoto
Sen Hemmert (3/4)

Failed

Elizabeth
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